Who’s (is)…Who’s (has)….or Whose?
The receptionist is the person /hu:z/ responsible for reservations.
Do you know anybody /hu:z/ worked in a hotel?
There is a 10% discount for guests /hu:z/ reservations are made on the Internet.
Is there anybody in the class /hu:z/ stayed in a luxury hotel?
/hu:z/ luggage is this?
That’s the guest /hu:z/ plane arrived late.
The hotel manager, /hu:z/ not here today, is the person you need to talk to.
→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→
LIFE CHANGING MOMENTS
Can you remember...
A day when you made a big decision?
A person who had a big influence on you as a child?
A place where you learnt something very important?
A reason why you have your current job?
A reason why you didn’t choose a different career?
A time when you had to choose between two important things?
A moment when you felt that history had been made?
A time when you didn’t worry about the future?
A place where you met someone very important to you?
Choose three of these memories and tell a partner about them. Example: I remember the place
where I first met my wife very well. It was a...
→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→
Complete the blanks with information that is true for you.
___ is the day in my country when ____.
___ is a person I know who ___.
___ is the room in my house where ___.
___ is a time of year when ___.
___ is the part of my town where ___.
___ is the reason why ___.
Now rewrite the words from the first column on a blank piece of paper. Work with a partner.
Show the words to your partner, but not the sentences. Can he/she guess why these things are
important?
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→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→
Read the sentences. Then decide which option, a or b, is correct.
My sister, who lives in Los Angeles, is a designer.
a) I have one sister.
b) I have more than one sister.
The athletes who tested positive for doping were suspended.
a) All the athletes tested positive for doping.
b) Some athletes didn’t test positive for doping.
Flat screen televisions, which are very expensive, have a better image quality.
a) All flat screen televisions are very expensive.
b) Some flat screen televisions are cheap.
The teachers at this school who arrive late for class will be suspended.
a) Only some teachers arrive late for class.
b) All the teachers in the school arrive late for class.
The company president who works in Berlin is moving to London.
a) There is only one company president.
b) There is more than one company president.
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